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Abstract: In this article, a dataset is described which combines wind turbine supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA), meteorological and acoustical data and thus gives a detailed description
of a wind farm and its atmospheric and acoustic environment. The data were collected during
different seasons for several weeks at a time, such that a multitude of environmental and operational
conditions are covered. In five measurement campaigns, in total three different locations with
similar surroundings were captured. The raw data were enhanced with derived values such as
atmospheric stability or direction of sound propagation. Data of one month including all time series
measurements as well as monophonic audio recordings are now published. The dataset also contains
three exemplary use cases along with documents that describe the data pre-processing.

Dataset: https://doi.org/10.25835/c2mv3d7z.

Dataset License: CC-BY-NC

Keywords: dataset; wind turbine; wind turbine sound; acoustics; meteorology; SCADA

1. Summary

The investigation of wind turbine operation under various external influences is still
ongoing and attracts a significant amount of interest, now that the spotlight is turned more
and more on renewable energies due to the energy and climate crisis. One of the points
of research is the sound generation and propagation during operation. Another relevant
topic is the psychoacoustic influence of the sound on humans. There are several reasons
for making our data available. First, the recording procedure is very time-consuming;
therefore, we want to save other researchers some time effort. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, there is no dataset available which includes different types of recordings. The
dataset at hand combines acoustical, meteorological, and wind turbine supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) data. Thus, it could be of interest for different research
applications, such as listening tests and data analysis in the field of sound propagation.

1.1. Predecessor Project “WEA-Acceptance”

The dataset described in this paper arose from the project “WEA-Acceptance–from
Acoustic Source to Psychoacoustic Assessment” in which, in recent years, a significant num-
ber of recordings close to wind turbines were collected. “WEA” in the project name stands
for the abbreviation of the German word for wind turbine. The aim of “WEA-Acceptance”
was to create a model for predicting wind turbine emissions, sound propagation, and
perception of residents. One important factor, especially for the employed listening tests,
was to maintain ecological validity. Due to this and in particular to validate the models,
extensive acoustical measurements were performed in the area of wind farms. In total,
five measurement campaigns, covering all seasons, were executed. Acoustical, meteoro-
logical, and SCADA data were recorded over several weeks at a time. Additionally, over
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70 short-term acoustical and visual recordings were carried out. Three different measure-
ment locations were recorded per site in the same direction from the turbine, but increasing
distances were used for the long-term recordings. For the short recordings, a variety of
distances and angles to the turbines were chosen. A summary of the long-term recordings,
including season, duration, and used measurement stations, can be found in Table 1. All
measurements make use of microphones (MIC), and SCADA data from a number of wind
turbines (WTs). In case of location two and three, the data of a 100 m meteorological mast
(MET100) were also available. An overview schematic of all utilized equipment is given in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. A schematic overview of the utilized measurement equipment. The equipment in orange
was used for the short recordings only, while the rest was used in the long-term measurements.

All recording locations lie within northern Germany and can be categorized as ho-
mogeneous flat land with agricultural use. The fields surrounding the wind turbines are
separated by ditches, which can contain water.

Table 1. Overview of the continuous measurements of the five measurement campaigns.

Campaign Location Season Duration Measurements

1 1 summer 7 weeks 3 × MIC, 2 × WT
2 2 spring 11 weeks 3 × MIC, 4 × WT, 1 × MET100
3 2 autumn 5 weeks 3 × MIC, 4 × WT, 1 × MET100
4 3 winter 10 weeks 3 × MIC, 3 × WT, 1 × MET100
5 3 spring/summer 22 weeks 3 × MIC, 3 × WT, 1 × MET100

The data recorded were already used for various investigations. The short-term au-
dio together with 360◦ video recordings were used for different laboratory studies in the
past [1,2]. The results of one of the listening tests were used together with derived per-
ceptional parameters from the used audio to create a model to make a prediction on the
potential annoyance of the stimuli [3]. To ensure ecological validity in the laboratory, some
investigations were made regarding the audio reproduction using higher order ambisonics
by comparing psychoacoustical cues of the original recordings and re-recordings [4]. Fur-
thermore, an algorithm by Pieren and Heutschi to synthesize wind turbine sound [5] was
analyzed regarding an extension to create binaural signals [6]. Another investigation of the
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data was to analyze the soundscape captured in the audio recordings by training a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) to classify 12 different sound categories. The conceptualizing,
training, and validation of the CNN is described in [7]. During “WEA-Acceptance”, the
sound pressure level (SPL), meteorological, and SCADA data were used to validate a sound
propagation model based on the Crank–Nicolson Parabolic Equations method [8], as well as
to investigate the propagation of wind turbine sound based on measured data. For various
measurement campaigns, the influence of environmental and operational parameters on
the acoustical data were examined. In addition to evaluation methods [9,10], the exami-
nations focused in particular on refraction effects [11,12]. To automate the classification
of the acoustical data, the use of k-means clustering on the operational parameters was
investigated [13].

1.2. Follow-Up Project “WEA-Acceptance Data”

Whilst the recordings were used by the institutes involved for some research purposes,
most of the acquired data were left untouched. In the follow-up project “WEA-Acceptance
Data—Database for benchmarking and validation”, more than 13 TB of data were processed
such that they would be well-documented and could be used easily by others. Furthermore,
the data were made publicly available following the FAIR principles [14]. The concept
for this endeavor was presented at different conferences [15] as well as a preview of the
contents of the dataset [16]. The investigation of sound classification was followed up
by applying the same CNN on the data from a different measurement campaign and
comparing the results with other, simpler and less computational-heavy methods, as seen
in [17].

1.3. About This Paper

In this paper, a thorough description of our measurement data, the applied methods,
and the recording equipment is provided. More details about the recorded data and
the contents of the different files can be found in the according subsections of Section 2
including in-depth descriptions of added enhanced data. The measurement setup, used
equipment, and the processing of the raw data are described in Section 3. In Section 4,
some information on the data availability is given and the provided exemplary use cases
are listed.

In the following, only one month of data from measurement campaign five is regarded.

2. Data Description

The dataset includes different kinds of data: audio and tabular. Originally, the audio
files were saved as .wav, but they were converted to .flac for a lossless compression. All
tabular time series recordings were saved as .parquet, because it uses less disk size than .csv
and can be opened in common data analysis languages like Python, R, and Matlab with a
single command each. The time series data are split thematically into three: acoustical data,
like (relative) sound pressure levels and one-third-octave bands; meteorological data; and
SCADA data of the turbines in focus as well as neighboring turbines. All the time series
files have the column “Time”, which holds the time stamp of the recording converted to
UTC. Using these, it is possible to match and combine the different files.

2.1. Metadata

The file “metadata.json” gives an overview of the measurement location and stations.
This includes data on the sensors like height, unit of measurement, and, if applicable, limits
for valid value ranges that were used during data cleaning, as described in Section 3.3. For
the sensors, it is also stated which columns hold their measurements. Information on the
distance and direction to the wind turbine in focus is also given. For the windscreens of the
microphones, insertion loss values for each frequency band are noted.
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2.2. Acoustical Data

The Institute of Structural Analysis of the Leibniz University Hannover set up three
microphones at different distances from the turbine in focus, but in a similar angle. The
one nearest to the turbine was placed in the distance of the hub height plus half of the rotor
diameter, according to the distance prescribed by IEC 61400-11 [18]. All three microphones
recorded a mono audio signal with 51.2 kHz, the A- and Z-weighted sound pressure
levels as well as Z-weighted one-third octave bands from 6.3 Hz to 20 kHz, as averages
of 1 sec intervals each. In the present dataset, the SPL and octave band values were
regrouped into 10 min intervals to have a better compatibility with the other data, which
were only provided in 10 min time steps. For a valid value, at least 50% of the interval
had to hold valid data; otherwise, it was set to NaN. Furthermore, percentile levels Ln
with n = 1, 5, 10, 90, 95, 99, 100 were added for A- and Z-weighted SPL. This results in three
microphone files with 53 columns each. The SPL values had to be anonymized as described
in Section 3.4. Descriptions on how they can be nevertheless used are given in Section 4.
Except for the “Time” column, all columns are thus given in dBREF. The audio files were
down-sampled to 32 kHz to save storage space and are provided as one zipped file per day
containing the recordings split into 30 min files grouped by microphone.

2.3. Meteorological Data

During measurement campaigns two to five, we were provided with data from a
preinstalled 100 m mast. It was equipped with eight wind speed, three wind direction,
two temperature, two humidity, and one pressure sensors at different heights, according
to Table 2.

Table 2. Overview of meteorological data measured at the 100 m mast by height.

Height Measurement Unit

28 m wind direction 1 ◦

29 m wind speed 1 m/s
53 m temperature, relative humidity ◦C, %
54 m wind direction ◦

57 m wind speed m/s
76 m wind speed m/s
95 m temperature 1, relative humidity 1, atmospheric pressure ◦C, %, hPa
96 m wind direction ◦

100 m wind speed m/s
1 (Partially) defect sensors, which were removed from the data.

Horizontal wind speed is measured in two different directions at each height, with
a north–west and a south–east facing cup, while all other sensors are only placed once
per height. For all sensors, mean and standard deviation are given in 10 min intervals.
For wind speed measurements, the minimum and maximum are given additionally. The
column “Rain flag” is a Boolean indication of rainfall. Comparing this to the daily data from
a weather station about 2 km east of the mast, the rainfall ranged from 0.2 mm to 8.2 mm on
the rainy days. Furthermore, a set of (horizontal and vertical) wind speeds and directions
from ultrasonic is given. To enhance the data of the measurement mast, the atmospheric
stability was classified according to Table 3 by calculating the wind shear exponent α using
the mean horizontal wind speeds at 29 m and 100 m height with the equation

α =
log v100

v29

log h100
h29

(1)

with vz being the mean horizontal wind speed in m/s of the north–west-facing cup and hz
being the height z of the sensor in meters. Both α and the stability class were added to the
data as their own columns.
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Table 3. Criteria for stability classes in dependence of the wind shear exponent α, according to van
den Berg [19].

Stability Class Wind Shear Exponent α 1

(moderately–very) stable α > 0.4
slightly stable 0.2 < α ≤ 0.4

neutral 0.1 < α ≤ 0.2
(very–slightly) unstable α ≤ 0.1

1 Van den Berg names the wind shear exponent m in his publication [19].

Other additions are the “sound propagation direction” and “relative wind direction”.
Both compare the wind direction at 96 m at the meteorological mast against the averaged
angle of the three microphones relative to the wind turbine in focus and categorize the
resulting direction offset in five different classes as described in Table 4. The “sound propa-
gation direction” and the “relative wind direction” point in exactly opposite directions.

Table 4. Offset angle ranges of the relative wind direction and sound propagation direction classes,
assuming the microphone position at 0◦.

Class Angles of Relative Wind Direction Angles of Sound Propagation
Direction

downwind 337.5◦–22.5◦ 157.5◦–202.5◦

slightly downwind 292.5◦–337.5◦ and 22.5◦–67.5◦ 112.5◦–157.5◦ and 202.5◦–247.5◦

crosswind 67.5◦–112.5◦ and 247.5◦–292.5◦ 67.5◦–112.5◦ and 247.5◦–292.5◦

slightly upwind 112.5◦–157.5◦ and 202.5◦–247.5◦ 292.5◦–337.5◦ and 22.5◦–67.5◦

upwind 157.5◦–202.5◦ 337.5◦–22.5◦

2.4. SCADA Data

SCADA data were available for the turbine in focus as well as for turbines in close
vicinity to the microphone positions with a resolution of 10 min. The contents of the
SCADA files are described in Table 5.

Table 5. Columns of the SCADA files.

Column Name (Original) Unit Note

Time UTC, 10 min steps
wind speed m/s -

wind direction ◦ -
power output kW had to be normalized, see Section 3.4
rotor speed 1 rpm had to be normalized, see Section 3.4
gear speed 1 rpm had to be normalized, see Section 3.4

generator speed 1 rpm had to be normalized, see Section 3.4
blade pitch ◦ -

nacelle position 1 ◦ -
nacelle temperature ◦C -

outside temperature at nacelle ◦C -
operating state - derived from the other values, see below

1 Not available for all turbines.

Operation and maintenance (O&M) reports were not provided except for two turbines
during measurement campaign five, which were not the one in focus. Thus, the operating
states of the turbines were derived from the available SCADA data and saved in the
column “operating state”. The state was deduced from the raw, non-normalized data and
additional information about the turbine models, like rated power, wind speed, and rotor
speed, were used.

Based on the classification of Do and Huang in [20], the following states were consid-
ered and applied in the given order: STOP, PARTIAL STOP, CURTAILMENT, PARTIAL
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CURTAILMENT, OUTLIER, NORMAL. There was no value-related definition given for the states
and the transitions between them were not defined, so they were newly determined ana-
lyzing the power curves of our dataset. The relationship between these states is illustrated
in Figure 2 and described in more detail in the following. An exemplary power curve plot
of normalized “power output” values over “wind speed” classified by “operating state” is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. The state transition diagram for determining the operating states based on observations
in the dataset. The following values are abbreviated: po = “power output”; rs(,min) = “(minimal)
rotor speed”; pc[ws] = “manufacturer’s power curve value for the wind speed bin”; t = “timestamp”.
Dashed arrows show state transitions that likely only occur due to the big averaged time intervals in
the present data.

Figure 3. The deduced operating states of WT1 during measurement campaign 5. Blue squares
denote the state STOP, orange stars the state PARTIAL STOP, green triangles the state NORMAL, and red
circles the state OUTLIER. During the time of measurement, no curtailment was applied, so these
states are not depicted.
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STOP

Initially, all measurements with “power output” ≤ 0 are classified as STOP. It was
considered also looking at the “rotor speed”, but it was rarely 0 at all. However, it can
be said that the “rotor speed” stays below the minimal rotor speed according to the
manufacturer “rs,min” of the wind turbine model during periods of no “power output”.

PARTIAL STOP

PARTIAL STOP denotes the state in-between STOP and NORMAL in which the turbine
starts running, or, in reverse, in which the turbine stops running, but momentum has it
still moving. The transition from (PARTIAL) STOP to NORMAL is reached when the “rotor
speed” is bigger than the minimal rotor speed “rs,min” of that wind turbine model. It
is assumed that the “power output” increases during the transition. Equivalently, the
transition between NORMAL and PARTIAL STOP is reached as soon as the “rotor speed” drops
below the minimal rotor speed. The “power output” decreases and as soon as it drops to or
below zero, the state changes to STOP. A state labelled as PARTIAL STOP can also include a
short stopping of the wind turbine, since the data are averages of 10 min intervals.

CURTAILMENT

CURTAILMENT is a state wherein the turbine is running for some time at a fixed “power
output”, even though with the given wind condition a higher output could be yielded.
This state can be described by having (almost) constant “power output” values (>0) for
successive points in time, which lie also distinctly (more than 5% of the rated power) below
the manufacturer’s power curve. It can be observed that during CURTAILMENT the “blade
pitch” is higher than in NORMAL operation (µCURTAILMENT ≥ 8.0◦, µNORMAL ≤ 1.5◦).

PARTIAL CURTAILMENT

Similar to PARTIAL STOP, this state describes the change between CURTAILMENT and
NORMAL operation, during which the “blade pitch” is regulated and the “power output”
values change to the values expected for the given “wind speed”.

OUTLIER

Data points that were not classified with the preceding categories and have a “power
output” value that is much smaller than the value of the manufacturer’s power curve
for the current “wind speed”. OUTLIER points are completely unrelated with the “power
output” values of the previous and next timestamp and also tend to come with high “blade
pitch” values (µOUTLIER ≥ 10◦). It is possible that, in the time period of these data points,
there was a rather short shut down of the machine. In the end, a trade-off has been made
where points with an Euclidean distance to the manufacturer’s power curve greater than
the mean Euclidean distance of all potentially NORMAL states plus three times the standard
deviation of the Euclidean distance are classified as OUTLIER. These data points are also
characterized by higher “blade pitch” values than truly NORMAL states in their respective bin
of “rated wind speed” ± 0.25 m/s. However, this can be prone to misclassification, as the
distribution of the measurements is not always coherent with the available manufacturer’s
power curve for that turbine, e.g., when the turbine is old.

NORMAL

Any data points not labeled so far are close to the manufacturer’s power curve and
thus considered as NORMAL, which means that the turbine produces as much power as
expected for the current wind speed.

To verify the algorithm described, a comparison of the O&M logs and the classification
results was performed. The logs, however, only state three different states: “running”,
“stopped”, and “error”. In the last state, at least in the data available, the turbine was not
running, so it was treated as “stopped” as well. Both NORMAL and STOP, were classified
correctly over 90% of the time. As a state such as PARTIAL STOP does not exist in the
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original logs, the results are not entirely correct. A misclassification of NORMAL instead of
STOP happens in approximately 5.35% of the cases and the other way in 8.3%. The logs are
not always continuous, resulting in 3.8% and 8.1% of the data points not being classified as
either of the two.

3. Methods
3.1. General Measurement Setup

A general overview of the devices used in the measurement setup generally can be
seen in Figure 1, while a schematic map of location three during the last measurement
campaign is shown in Figure 4. The nearest bigger road is in approximately 1 km distance
in the south–westerly direction. In each measurement campaign, three microphones were
used. The one nearest to the turbine was placed in the distance of the hub height plus
half of the rotor diameter, according to the distance prescribed by IEC 61400-11 [18]. The
microphones were placed in one line in the same direction from the turbine. During
placement, it was made sure that a distance of at least 10 m from bigger vegetation such as
trees and bushes was kept to reduce wind-induced vegetation noise. Further reasoning of
the measurement setup is given in [9]. A fixed meteorological measuring mast of 100 m
height is situated in the area of the wind farm. Finally, the SCADA data of the turbines in
the close vicinity to the acoustical stations were made available to us by the operator.

Figure 4. A schematic map of the measurement site during the measurement campaign. The green
diamond stands for the 100 m meteorological mast, the red to yellow hued crosses are the acoustical
measurement stations, and the purple symbols surrounded by dashed circles indicating distances are
the wind turbines.

Information about the height and distances of all measurement stations is listed in
Table 6.
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Table 6. A description of the measurement stations used during measurement campaign five in terms
of height and distance to the wind turbine in focus.

Measurement Station Parameters Distance to WT1

WT1 Hub Height: 119 m 0 mRotor Diameter: 114 m

WT2 Hub Height: 90 m 470 mRotor Diameter: 120 m

WT3 Hub Height: 93.5 m 880 mRotor Diameter: 112.5 m

MIC1/2/3 Height: 1.70/1.70/1.70 m 178/535/845 m

MET100 Height: 100 m 2.27 km

3.2. Equipment

The mobile measurement setup of the long-term data was placed in the fields sur-
rounding the wind turbines and stayed at the same place during the campaign. It consisted
of three acoustical measurement stations, as shown in Figure 5. Each was equipped with
a 01dB DUO smart noise monitor, which includes a G.R.A.S. 40CD microphone, a nose
cone, the primary windscreen from the manufacturer, and a secondary in-house build
windscreen [21]. Secondary wind screens of different diameters, just a primary windscreen,
and also a tertiary windscreen setup were evaluated in the lab with a fan as well as in
the field in the vicinity of a turbine. The recordings showed that the commercial primary
windscreen alone is insufficient to attenuate wind-induced noise, especially in the outdoor
setting. The setup with three windscreens has the biggest influence on the acoustic proper-
ties. The best result was achieved with the setup with the bigger secondary windscreen,
which could reduce the excess noise below 125 Hz by up to 10 dB and where the insertion
loss could be compensated using experimentally determined correction values. The micro-
phones were mounted on weighted tripods at 1.70 m height instead of on a sound-hard
plate on the floor to reduce the influence of wind-induced vegetation noise from tall grass.
The data were recorded without any pre-processing. The equipment was powered by using
solar panels (12 V, 150 W) and rechargeable batteries (12 V, 7.2 Ah).

Figure 5. The measurement site with one of the acoustical measurement stations and its power supply.

The short-term audio recordings for the first exemplary use case (see Section 4) used a
set of different microphones. A Neumann KU 100 dummy head equipped with a primary
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windscreen from Soundman and a secondary in-house built windscreen was used for
binaural recordings. Soundfield recordings were made using a Sennheiser Ambeo VR
microphone. Three windscreens were used for this microphone: a primary windscreen from
Sennheiser made from foam, a secondary DeadCat and a third, self-developed windscreen.
Both of these microphones were set to a height of approximately 170 cm. Mono recordings as
well as SPL measurements were performed using a Norsonic Nor145 sound-level meter on
an acoustically hard plate on the ground with a domed foam windscreen from Norsonic and
a secondary hemispherical windscreen made from fabric. The self-developed windscreens
were made from brass wire and windproof, but sound-penetrable fabric was investigated
in the lab with the result that the acoustic properties were insignificant between 60 and
1000 Hz and in the range of normal measurement tolerances over 1000 Hz. The setup of
these recordings can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The measurement site with the acoustical measurement stations for short-term recordings.

3.3. Data Treatment

Initially, the raw data were saved in several formats; thus, they were first converted to
one common file format. We decided on the parquet format as it shows the best balance
of file size and readability in different programming languages. The conversion step also
included synchronizing the timestamps, as the different data providers used different time
zones as standard. All timestamps were converted to UTC, which results in an offset of one
to two hours, depending on the season. At the same time, the data were verified for missing
timestamps. These were added and all other columns for these rows were filled with NaN.
To obtain an overview of the completeness of the data, an additional table was created, in
which the percentage of non-NaN values over all columns is given for each day. This table
is updated in the next step, where the data are analyzed for erroneous values and cleaned
otherwise. Especially in the SCADA data provided by the operators, there were completely
empty columns (e.g., torque) or, in the case of blade pitch, multiple columns (individual
blade pitches and averaged blade pitch) with equal values. The former were removed if
empty over all campaigns, while the latter were reduced to one column, “blade pitch ◦”, as
all gave the same information. Some columns also needed to be renamed, as they did not
have the same name over all measurement campaigns because different operators were
involved. Additionally, all values were verified against upper and lower limits, if applicable.
All rotational speed values had a lower bound of 0 rpm and an upper bound of the maximal
speed according to the turbine model. Both “wind direction” and “nacelle position” had
a lower limit of 0◦ and an upper limit smaller than 360◦. The “wind speed” had a lower
bound of 0 m/s. Limits for the meteorological data were chosen by verifying the weather
report for the duration corresponding to the measurement campaign and applying an
uncertainty margin of ±15 hPa and ±5 ◦C, respectively. Generally, any values outside
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the limits were set to NaN. The only exception were highly deviant “generator speed”
values, as these have a linear relationship of a slope of one with the “gear speed” values.
Equation (2) verifies the absolute difference between the two speeds against a threshold
relative to the maximal gear speed value (vgear,max). If it evaluates as false, usually due to
very negative “generator speed” (vgenerator) values, said column is set to the corresponding
value of “gear speed” (vgear).

|vgear − vgenerator| ≤ 0.01 × vgear,max (2)

If the correlation coefficient between “wind direction” and “nacelle position” equals
one, the latter column is set to NaN as it holds no additional information and may have had
no own sensor values. Several occurrences of sensor faults happened in the meteorological
data; thus, highly negative or constant values were set to NaN.

After cleaning, the data were enhanced with derived values, like “atmospheric sta-
bility” for meteorological data and “operating state” for SCADA data, as described in the
corresponding sections above.

3.4. Data Anonymization

Finally, according to the wind farm operator, the acoustical and SCADA data had to
be anonymized. First of all, the dates of all the files had to be made unrecognizable. To
retain the information on season, we kept the month, day, and time as is and only changed
the year to 1688, which is near the minimum for Pandas timestamps [22] and evidently not
the year of the recording. Some values of the SCADA data had to be normalized, especially
the power output and any speed values, using

z =
x − µ

σ
, (3)

where µ is the mean and σ the standard deviation of the column, x denotes the individual
measurement, and z is the normalized value.

The acoustical data had to be anonymized too, as we were not allowed to publish the
true loudness values. The reference sound pressure p0 for calculating the sound pressure
level is changed. In air, the common reference is 20 µPa, but the new reference value is
the sound pressure pLWA , which is derived from the immission-relevant maximum sound
power level LWA listed in the acoustical report of the turbine in focus (WT1). For the
anonymization of the time signals panon, the sound pressure p(t) is referred to the new
reference value pLWA as well as an arbitrary factor k:

panon =
p(t)
pLWA

× 1
k

. (4)

The factor k was added to avoid misinterpretation, i.e., possible confusion with real values.

4. User Notes

We decided to only upload the data of one month of measurement in campaign 5. The
rest of the data are prepared as well and available upon request.

The anonymization of the audio and SPL data does not make them unusable as, for
example, investigations on amplitude modulation or directivity can still be conducted,
because only the loudness value is affected.

As exemplary uses of the data, three use cases are provided, including results and
documentation. The first use case addresses finding suitable audio data for listening tests
and provides the results of a sound classification using a neural network, as reported
in [17]. The second use case concerns validating a propagation model for the prediction of
wind turbine sound. The third use case discussed the influence of different environmental
conditions on the sound propagation.
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Two different solutions for determining the presence or absence of different sound
sources using examples from this dataset are described in [17]. If the use case involves
investigating only the sound propagation of one turbine, the dataset includes recordings
where the other two turbines were shut down and only the one in focus was active.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CNN convolutional neural network
FAIR findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable
MET meteorological mast
MIC microphone
NaN not a number—equivalent to an empty/non-existent entry
O&M operation and maintenance
SCADA supervisory control and data acquisition
SPL sound pressure level
WT wind turbine
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